Feasibility of Reagent Test Strips to Estimate Blood Urea Nitrogen Concentrations in Egyptian Fruit Bats (Rousettus aegyptiacus)
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ABSTRACT
The Egyptian fruit-bat (Rousettus aegyptiacus) has been studied in both field and laboratory settings. As bats are expected to encounter diseases potentially affecting their blood urea nitrogen (BUN) concentrations, it may be beneficial to use a rapid and accurate test for determining BUN, which can indicate azotemia and guide appropriate therapy. This study has evaluated the feasibility of commercial reagent tests strips to estimate whole-blood BUN concentration in Egyptian fruit bats. For each blood sample, the BUN strip result was compared to a predetermined color scale provided by the manufacturer, and compared to the BUN as measured by a point-of-care (POC) chemistry analyzer. There was a 100% agreement between the reagent test strip and the biochemistry analyzer’s BUN results. However, the naturally occurring low BUN of this species precluded an indication for azotemia as all tested bats were assigned to a single predetermined category. Continued investigation into alternative point of care testing in bats is warranted. Standard biochemistry analyzer should still be considered the most accurate method of BUN testing and identifying azotemia in Egyptian fruit bats.
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INTRODUCTION
Although not as common as small rodents, bats are also studied in laboratory settings in research centers, as well as in the field (1-6). Bats used in studies are either wild-captured or originate from captive breeding colonies (2). Second to rodents, bats are the most abundant and diverse mammalian group in nature. The order Chiroptera is divided into suborders Microchiroptera and Megachiroptera, with further subdivision into 18 families and 1,116 recognized species (7).

The Egyptian fruit-bat (Rousettus aegyptiacus) (EFB) belongs to the Megachiroptera suborder, within the Pteropodidae family (8). It has a wide geographical distribution, from Northern Africa, through the Middle East to South-western Asia, where it inhabits wild and urban areas (8). Its diet consists of wild and cultivated fruits with high water content (up to 90%) and low sodium (Na) content (3, 5, 8).

Researchers and veterinarians encounter diseases in bats, which might affect blood urea nitrogen (BUN) concentration. The EFB, like other species, might be affected by renal dysfunction of various causes, including neoplasia (9). Iron storage disease is another major cause of morbidity and mortality in the adult EFB, potentially resulting in hepatic failure and abscesses and hepatocellular carcinoma (10). Blood testing in bats is carried out for clinical evaluation or...
research. Monitoring BUN concentration, especially in the light of azotemia, via low-volume blood sample is warranted, and using tests which provide immediate results is beneficial. 

With the advantages of their relative simplicity of operation and prompt results, point of care (POC) testing is commonly used in human medicine, and is increasingly more common in veterinary medicine (11, 12). A variety of commercial reagent test strips have been evaluated for use as POC methods for BUN concentration measurement in both human and veterinary medicine (13-19). The evaluation of these reagent strips in animals has focused in companion animals, and these have been shown to be highly sensitive and specific (17-19). However, their performance in bats has yet to be investigated. Commercial reagent test strips provide a rapid estimation of BUN concentration, using only a single drop of blood, making them an attractive and useful method in small-sized species, such as bats, especially when repeated sampling is required. Diagnostic testing in bats is often limited by the relatively challenging venipuncture, the small blood sample volume obtained, and financial and technical constraints.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the performance of a commercial, cost-efficient BUN reagent test strip, requiring a small whole-blood sample volume, in wild-captured EFB. We hypothesized that this reagent test strip will provide an accurate estimate of BUN when compared to a chemistry analyzer, and may therefore be clinically useful in this species.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

The experimental procedures carried out in this study were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, College of Veterinary Medicine, Kansas State University (IACUC#3667).

Free-living captured EFBs were tested, as part of the Israel Wildlife Diseases Surveillance (IWDS) program, conducted by the Israel Nature and Parks Authority. The bats were netted at dusk when leaving their roosting sites, placed in covered wire cages with pieces of cloth to hang from. The bats were immediately transported to the laboratory, where the testing was performed, within 1 to 4 hours from capture in order to minimize iatrogenic effects on their hydration and urine production (1). A physical examination was performed by a veterinarian for each bat, and the overall health status, sex and body weight were recorded.

Blood sampling and BUN analysis

Blood samples were obtained from the propatagial vein using a flushed pre-heparinized 1.0 mL syringe, with a 25-27G 0.5 x 16 mm needle, and placed into a lithium-heparin tubes (BD Microtainer, Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).

Whole-blood chemistry analysis was performed immediately using a dry chemistry POC analyzer (iSTAT®, Chem8, Abaxis Veterinary Diagnostics, Union City, CA), chosen as it was previously used in wildlife species, requiring a small volume of whole blood sample (~100µL) and provides immediate results (within ~2min) (11). Whole blood BUN was also measured immediately (within <5 minutes of sampling) using a commercially available reagent test strip (Azostix, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics, Tarrytown, NY), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

The BUN reagent test strips

This reagent test strip is a semi-quantitative test for determining whole blood BUN concentration. It has a rectangular, yellow-colored reagent pad area, permeable to urea but not to other blood pigments. The strip reagent area is impregnated with both urease and bromothymol blue. The urease acts as a catalyst for blood urea hydrolysis, converting it to carbon dioxide and ammonium hydroxide. With an increase in ammonium hydroxide concentration, an alkaline pH shift occurs, which then generates a range of green-color changes (19). The degree of color change is designed to correlate with the blood sample BUN concentration. The result is assigned one of four BUN concentration categories by the manufacturer, as following: 1 (BUN 5-15 mg/dL); 2 (BUN 15-26 mg/dL); 3 (BUN 30-40 mg/dL) and 4 (BUN 50-80 mg/dL) (19). For accurate results the reagent pad must be completely covered by a large fresh whole blood drop, and rinsed with water after exactly 60 seconds. When the color change following the reaction does not fully match the green-color scale provided by the manufacturer, the BUN category is assigned the nearest higher category (19). All the BUN reagent strip results were read under white-florescent lighting by the same operator (DE), who was blinded to the chemistry analyzer BUN results.

Statistical methods

For each blood sample, the chemistry analyzer–generated BUN concentration (ABUN) was assigned a BUN con-
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Descriptive statistics were calculated using standard software (Microsoft Excel, Version 2010, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). The ABUN and Azostix BUN were compared using Student’s paired t-test. The agreement between paired BUN results was examined using the Lin’s concordance correlation coefficient (https://services.niwa.co.nz/services/statistical/concordance) (12). Sensitivity and specificity for the reagent strips were calculated using standard equations.

RESULTS

The study included 41 EFBs (32 males and nine females) with an average body weight of 140±23g (Mean±SD).

The ABUN results were 5±3mg/dL (Mean±SD) (Figure 1). The Azostix BUN results were classified as Category 1 in all bats. The accuracy, agreement, sensitivity and specificity of the Azostix BUN were therefore 100%.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the clinical use of a commercial reagent test strip as an accurate method of estimating BUN concentration and azotemia in Egyptian fruit bats. The study results suggested that the tested BUN reagent test strip correctly assigned whole blood BUN concentration to a correct concentration category as determined by the ABUN results. However, the assignment of all ABUN results to a single category had limited the prognostic ability of the Azostix to indicate azotemic animals.

The distribution of the ABUN results for bats in this study (Figure 1) suggested the presence of three BUN outliers at concentrations (11-15mg/dL), all of which were still within Azostix category 1. It is possible that these outliers were truly abnormal and because of the inability of the Azostix to indicate them as azotemic, the 100% specificity (the proportion of non-azotemic animals that tested negative) may be overestimated. The lack of observed azotemia-positive animals by the Azostix precluded calculating a genuine sensitivity (the proportion of azotemic animals that tested positive) and predictive values (positive and negative), and likely provided a false negative in some of these cases. For this reason, future studies should also include animals with confirmed azotemia (due to conditions such as renal or hepatic disease).

The BUN concentration for bats in this study was determined using the iSTAT POC analyzer. It is possible that this analyzer had artifactually provided lower BUN concentration results for bats in this study and future studies should compare the Azostix BUN results obtained by different biochemistry analyzers. Alternatively, it is also possible that the Azostix tended to read lower BUN values in this species or malfunctioned in this study. In order to clear this point, reagent strips from the same batch were used to estimate the BUN in other mammalian species, and these showed variable results above category 1. However, studies (using different biochemistry analyzers) in this bat species (3) and in other Pteropodid bats, (20-25), have shown similar BUN ranges, suggesting that fruit bats species normally have low BUN concentrations, possibly because of their low-protein diet and lower levels of protein breakdown products (20, 25). As the Azostix reagent strip cannot read an exact BUN concentration within a low and narrow BUN range, its use in fruit bats may be of limited value, and other tests, designed for better precision within low BUN measurements should be investigated.

CONCLUSION

The present data suggests that the Azostix reagent strips correctly assigned all BUN results within a single predetermined category, compared to a dry chemistry POC analyzer. The naturally low BUN of this species leading to the inclusion of all test results within a single Azostix category, suggest...
that this testing methodology may not be a useful screening test for azotemia in the EFB, and therefore cannot be recommended as a surrogate to BUN testing by chemistry analyzers. Further studies for the potential utilization of POC BUN testing in fruit bats are still indicated.
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